The chemical synthesis of relaxin and related peptides.
Successful methods for the chemical assembly of insulin-like peptides allow the detailed study of their structure and function relationships. However, the two-chain, three-disulfide bond structure of this family of peptides, which includes relaxin, has long represented a significant challenge with respect to their chemical synthesis. Early efforts involved the random combination of the two synthetic S-reduced chains under oxidizing conditions to spontaneously form the three disulfide bonds. Such an approach, while generally effective for native sequences, is critically dependent upon the presence of intact secondary structures within the individual chains which guide the subsequent folding and oxidation pathway. This limitation prevents the use of this approach for the preparation of analogs in which these secondary elements are either absent or modified. Nowadays, the use of highly efficient solid-phase peptide synthesis methodologies together with selective S-thiol-protecting groups allows the acquisition of individual chains that can be combined by effective sequential chemically directed formation of each of the three disulfide bonds. These approaches have allowed the high-yield assembly of an array of insulin-like peptides which, in turn, has provided considerable and valuable structural and biological information.